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audio is considered the most important part of a video since it brings out the emotions of the viewers. in this process, an audio clip has to be properly synced with the video. in order to do so, premiere pro provides audio tracks for video clips and you have to select the best one to sync with the video. to enable or disable the effect of audio or video tracks, choose edit >
preferences (windows) or premiere pro > preferences (mac). in the preferences dialog box, select the edit tab and the effects tab. locate the mix tracks tab and choose the settings for each track. adobe premiere pro cs6 provides three ways to map channels for audio. if you map two channels to a channel group, all audio clips in that group stream to that channel

group. if you map a clip to its own track, the clip streams to that track. and, if you map a clip to a track in a channel group, that clip stream to the track within the group. to map audio channels to a channel group, choose edit > preferences (windows) or premiere pro > preferences (mac) and select the edit tab. in the preferences dialog box, select the mix tracks tab
and choose the settings for each track. mapping audio channels in clips determines the type and number of audio tracks in which they appear in a sequence. also, mapping channels determines their destination channels within the mix track (previously known as master track ), and therefore in the final output file. for example, if you map channels 1 and 2 in a stereo

clip to the left-front and right-front channels in a 5.1-channel mix track, the two source channels appear as a single 5.1-channel track when placed into a sequence. they feed the left-front and right-front channels of the mix track. when the final output is played through a 5.1-channel surround sound system, the original two channels play through the left-front and right-
front speakers, respectively.
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The 100GB promotion will be available worldwide, for a limited time period, however, those in Hong Kong can take advantage of the offer from November 25, where Sony is providing a FREE 1080p copy of Inside Out alongside several other hit PS4 games.3 This includes the Inside Out game and This is the One game. Not a fan? Don't worry. To fully reap the benefits of
Premiere Pro, you need to own compatible hardware, including: a sound card that supports standard digital audio formats (such as WAV, AIFF, and MP3), a sufficient amount of available storage space, a multimedia card reader, or a USB port. If you're using an iPad or iPhone, you can connect Apple's AirPods, a popular set of wireless earbuds that play audio via your

phone. We also like the wireless earphones from Jabra, which are smartly designed and far more reliable than most competitors. The FiiO X-One is the company first Android based player and even though it was announced more than two years ago, it has remained something of an afterthought in the Android community. There have been lots of cheap Android players
in the past, but the X-One remains the best value player Ive tested, its array of inputs well designed for streaming music, and it now available with high quality DAC. If you re a high quality audio fan then the X-One is a must-have. The X-One S is an attempt to make something even better from the original X-One which performs exceptionally well at its price point. I still

prefer the big brother X-One, but this new brother is an impressive device with superior sound quality. Lets take a closer look at it. 5ec8ef588b
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